Spectral measures and transition probabilities of birth and death processes with A0 #o 0 are obtained as limite when Ao 0 + of the corresponding quantities. In pa,rticula th(, case of finite population is discussed in full detail. Pure birth and death processes are used to derive an inequality for Dirichlet polynomials.
Introduction.
A birth and death process is a stationary Markov process, has state space {0,1, and the tra]sition probabilities p,,,,(t) (the probabilty that the system takes time to go fron state to state satisfy the forward equation (2) Usually the birth rates {A.} and the death rates {.} in (1) and (2) are ssumed to satisfy t00, A.>0d.+ >0, n0. 
where {.()} are polynomials orthogonal with respect to the spectral measure (x). Here () is a positive probabilty measure and the Q.'s are generated by -.rQ,(.v) A,,Q,+,(.r) + y,,Q,,_,(.r) -(,, + y.,,)Q,,(.,.).
,, >_ I. (5) Qo(.,') 1 
If probability is to I)e ('os,'vve(I, i.e. tlc l)rocs is hott [7] . [15] . 1,' Yo 0 (7) ,rest I)e imposed. The interosWd reader may consult our recent survey article [5] lr dclail.
The purpose of this paper is to consider absorbing procses with A0 0 a,(i to inequality for Dirichlet l)olynomials. We consider procses with A0 0 limiting ca.ses Ao 0 + of birth and death procses with Ao > 0. The general theory for this procedure is expliim(I i Section 2 tbr a finite state space and outlined in Section 3 for an intinite state sl)ac('. I Hc('lio ve illustrate the procedure of Sections 2 and 3 by applying it to the cazes of linear birth processes. The dual ce where we start with procses having A0 0, Y0 nonvanishing, takig the limit 0 0 + may be handled in the same way using the result obtained in [12] .
Linear birth and death processes have been studied extensively. An exellent retrence to consult is [8] . Birth and death processes with finite state space are also called truncated procses, [3] . Applications of truncated birth and death processes are in [9] and [10] ,,,=,,p,,.,(t) for a pure birth process. As an example we consider the case A, cr(n +/3n + 7).
Finite state spaces.
Recall that (7) is assumed throughout this section. From (5) we see that AoQl(x) ---x and ,oQ(z) ---* -x(A1 + y x)/, as Ao O. By induction we see from (5) that [1] , [17] , (,) the solution of the recursion in (5) with the initiM conditions
It is more convenient in spectral analysis to use the monic polynomials P,.,(x) (-1)"o... ,_lQ,(x), P,(x) (-1)"o... ,_Q,(x).
It is easy to see that X-Ao 
Observe that the determinent representations in (14) and (15) The Stieltjes transfor of dp,x. th," nl,,','t.ral ,,asurc of the tiil.e proc, is ivqi by 
Pv+, (x) ,=0 x .,'," xP+(x), hence Ao 1. Therefore Ak --0, <_ k <_ N and the spectral measure converges to a single point mass at x 0. Later we will see that this is general phenomenon when the state space is the nonnegative integers and the moment problem determined.
Recall that for N > 2, Ak is also given by 
x-t k=l 3=1
Thus we proved:
Theorem 1 As o 0+, the spectral measu dp(x) degenerates to a single unit mass supported at x O. Fuheom the 's are ohogonal with rpt to a discrete probility measu dp)(x) supported on a finite subset of (0, oo) and
xdl.(.r)
Theoren and e(luatio, (-1) furnish complete information al)out the li,its of tle tra,,sitiot probabilities p (t) as Ao 0+. l,,deed by writing fff_ f(x)dlt(x) as .I'(0) 
Therefore lim po,(t) 5,,0.
Ao--*O+ 3 Infinite state spaces.
We now extend the results of Section 2 to the case when the state space is the nonnegative integers.
We assume that the spectral measure is essentially unique, that is the moment problem associated with the polynomials {Q,,(z)} is determined. We refer the interested reader to [17] for criteria for the determinancy of the moment problem.
If m > 0, n > 0 then, by letting 0 0 + in (fi), we see that lim0._.
for any polynomial f(x) independent of Ao. This also shows that en} are orthogonal with respect to d()(x) and O,,(.,.')o,,(.r)dl;l)(x) I21:"" l+"h t+,, t+ > O.
..X .X,,
A ore delicate argment slows tidal, tle limit relation in (32) holds if .l" depends o ),o but .l'(.r)t converges to a polynomial as Xo 0+. for all > 0, J" >_ 0. This shows tllat as expected. To see that dp(t)(.r) has total mass equal to we express .r in terts of go(.r), g(. This shows that as Ao --* 0+, dp(x) degenerates to having a unit mass at z 0. In fact we proved: Theorem 2 Let the moment problem corresponding to the polynomials Q,,(x) be determined. Then as Ao 0+, dp(x) degenerates to a singleton of unit mass at x 0 but lim xdp(x) ,Xo--*o+ ,OPZ where dt)(a:) is a probabilit measure suppo on (0, ). Furtheo the , 's ave orthogonal with respt to dp(Z)(x).
Next consider the cases m > 0, n 0 and rn 0, n > O. Here we need to distinguish between the case when p is continuous at x 0 and the case when p has a jump at x 0. First assume 
A,, c(n +/3), #, n.
There is no loss of generality in assuming #n n since we require #o O.
We shall also discuss a birth and death process with rates A.=n+o+l, t,,+ =n+c+l, n >0, tLo=O.
This later case is more complicated but the analysis is of some interest.
The case of constant birth and death rates involves Chebyshev polynomials and we leave it as an exercise for the interested reader. (5-1) =0 (). Now A0 --, 0 + in two different ways, either by letting/3 0 + or by letting c --, 0. We shall treat only the former case because the latter case becomes a case of a pure death process. Thus as o "-' 0/, r d"converge to dp()(x} where #()(x) is a jump function, g()(-) 0 
where is a Tricomi psi function [4, Chapter 6] . We let A0 0 + by letting cr -1 c. Thus in the limit we have Finally we note that the limiting case -c in the birth and death process, A,, c(,t + + c).
It,,+, n + c, n > 0, ;t0 0.
can be similary handled and the q,,'s are Meixner polynomials. 5 Pure birth processes and an inequality.
We apply the methode of separation of variables to find the transition probabilities. The result is not new but the proof is of some interest because it also applies to general birth and death processes a.s pointed out in our joint work with D. Masson [6] . We shall consider first the case of a finite state space {0, 1,..., N} and assume that A0, A AN are distinct.
anti substitute in (1) 
This proves the inequality (8) . Observe that the restriction N < oo may now be removed from (70) provided that the series on the right side converges. A sufficient condition for this is that A+I A is bounded below by a positive number for sufficiently large j.
Using a completely different technique, McCarthy et al. [13] , proved that a nontrivial DMchlet polynomial '=1 a:
x'x', where 2k E R and the 's are distinct, has at most n-zeros in R+. This shows that the series appering in (8) 
The above formula is a corrected version of a formula obtained by Roehner [16] using generating functions. On can use Gauss's theorem, Rainville [14] , 
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